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A trusted partner  
for more than 20 years 

eDiscovery, Forensics, Review, Cybersecurity

“Any time I needed something, LDM was there for me.  
The team was available at any time and would support me.”

- Associate, Offshore Law Firm 
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A trusted partner for more than 20 years. 

LDM Global was founded in 
1996 in London as a scanning and 
photocopying company. As client 
needs and technology evolved,  
we expanded our portfolio of 
services while also expanding 
geographically. LDM Global now 
has offices in the United States, 
Caribbean, United Kingdom  
and Australia. 

We have grown, but our  
commitment to customer service 
has remained. Operational hubs 

in the United States, Australia and 
India allow our clients to benefit 
from English speaking support 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. 

LDM Global has successfully 
completed more than 5,000  
projects in more than 40 countries 
working with law firms, corpora-
tions and government agencies.

We hope you will allow us to 
demonstrate our commitment to 
quality while working with you in 
the future.

eDisclosure
LDM Global is technology neutral and recommends 
and offers support in multiple top data processing and 
review tools in our four global data centres

Managed Document Review
Led by a lawyer with 24 years of experience, these  
expert eyes have delivered more than 150 projects  
and over 15M documents, including foreign languages

Third data centre  
opens in Australia

Caribbean office opens
Australian office opens

2018: OffShore Attorney Review  
service launched out of India

2019: 

Cybersecurity division 
launched

2017: 

2015:

2014:

Our Story

Digital Forensics
Our forensics experts are the best in the business,  
providing ESI identification and preservation, analysis, 
forensics collections and expert witness testimony

“Based on the documents identified for us,  
we were able to make  

a fairly significant case strategy decision.”

How we support you

Cybersecurity
We protect our clients via vulnerability scans,  
penetration tests, gap analyses, employee education, 
Security Operations Centre-as-a-service and remediation

LDM Global founded  
in London

1996: 

eDisclosure division launched2002: 

2007: Introduced 
Relativity to UK

2009: First United States  
office opens

2009: Second data centre  
opens in United States

- Managing Partner, U.S. Law Firm 

First data centre  
opens in United Kingdom

2004: 

Company founded as  
scanning, photocopying shop

1996: 

2014: Digital forensics  
offered in house

Geography

Services

Fourth data centre 
opens in Grand Cayman

2016:

2019: Data Subject Access Request 
Solutions launched

Indian operations centre opens2017: 

Fifth data centre opens in China2019: 
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UK: +44-203-463-8444 | US: +1-202-558-2488

The LDM Global Difference

eDiscovery, Forensics, Review, Cybersecurity

Find critical evidence  
and keep your data secure

Data centres in four regions around the globe  
and 24/7 English speaking support

Caribbean: +1-345-326-1811 | APAC: +61(2)6145-2137


